Bringing together two exceptional young Canadian talents

S

ince they don’t live in close proximity and have busy travel
schedules, the two young Ca-

dian musicians usually stay in touch via so-
cial media the likes of Facebook and
Twitter. “What brings them together is a
shared passion for classical music – and
similar career paths that started when they were young – so naturally
they have lots of fun and play some great
music together,” says Ragaigne. “They
can “open their hearts and minds to
experience as the place to be for inspiring
cultural experiences.”

STRATFORD SUMMER MUSIC
With bells and drums

THE streets of Stratford, Ontario, will come alive with the sound of bells and drums this summer when two new attractions open
roll into town: aerial drummers and a mobile carillon. While these free public performances may call for an introduction, words will likely be inappropriate to truly capture the emo-
tion and excitement of these special performances. Equally, no amount of words can replicate the sounds of the Peace Tow-
er carillon in Ottawa.

The idea started when the French
composer César Franck, Robert Schuman and
the genius of the work,” says Lisiecki.
“Performing doesn’t require adding
the interpreter’s ideas as supplementary to
your own emotions and ideas, but
rather what you feel in the piece.”

“Compared to the great voice of the
Peace Tower carillon, for example, the
mobile carillon has 53 bells, while the
Peace Tower carillon has 249.”

The carillon and Transe Express
series are some of Canada’s finest carill-
on artists today. The Stratford Summer Music highlights
are usually a topic close to the
community’s heart and culture.

The carillon festival and Transe
Express series are part of the
Stratford Summer Music high-
lights as the place to be for inspiring
and memorable cultural experiences.

Andrée-Anne Doane.

more programs inspired by Shakespeare
and titled
The Bard and Bells.
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